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Company Profile 
CM INSPECTION SWISS SAGL is a serious and reliable partner, able to guarantee high standards in quality and safety 
for Clients’ projects, thanks to a strong collaborating attitude and its highly customizable service. 
Our clients work on large projects with extended supply chain(s), and our team is able to reach Client’s requirements 
through our working process, while always keeping an eye on the level of our service, which will be delivered with our 
high-quality standards. 
CM INSPECTION SWISS SAGL offers many different services for many different needs, such as Inspecting and 
Expediting selected Vendors, as well as direct inspections on site and offers qualified personnel 

Mission 
 Fully understand what are Client’s needs and priorities 
 Offer a service that meets Client’s requirements after understanding them 
 Guarantee the right recognition of assignments 
 Proactive attitude with Problem-Solving mindset 

Vision  
 Create a fully customized service, based on Client’s needs 
 Guide Client towards the transition to new technologies and ideas, as the world itself is evolving and changing, 

to keep up with most recent trends 

Management Effort 
CM’s owners promote a commitment towards constant innovation and refining of its management, thanks to planning 
and constant activities monitoring each time a quality check of our system occurs. 
In particular: 
 

 Creating services that answer Client requests and current regulations, also providing value with attention on 
quality. To achieve this, the management offers all required resources in terms of budget, manpower and 
equipment; 

 Engagement and awareness of every interested stakeholder so that above mentioned principles will be known 
and shared, being also aware of the importance of their role inside the Organization; 

 Being able to provide business continuity and optimal usage of available resources, while minimizing risks. 
 Start an active risk management by the usage retests happening on a regular basis, in order to guarantee that 

policies and procedures that support system management are being often reviewed, making sure they are up 
to date and that they fit the contest, laws and all regulations they are inserted in, including contractual 
obligations. 

Objectives 
In order to help our clients to reach and go beyond their objectives, quality in CM INSPECTION SWISS SAGL will be 
focused on these points: 

 Guarantee Client’s full satisfaction and satisfy their requirements, together with all involved parts through 
respecting existing deals between every partecipant and define channels for an open and transparent 
communication 

 Utilize and improve our quality management system, in compliance with UNI EN ISO 9001 standards so that it 
can provide support to Company operations, as well as create a solid starting point for future management an 
development objectives. 

 Analyze and understand market movements from a technologic point of view, also seeing chances to develop 
new services, 

 Commit to a continuous improvement and evolution process in regards to the quality management system, 
planning, verifying and taking action to every possibility that shows the potential to prevent events that could 
compromise Company information systems, its know-how and of course, its clients. 
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